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Need Power?
Go Solar
Cut the Electric Bill
Remote Power
Save the environment
Have power when the
grid goes out

A Solar spill is what we call a sunny day!!

* 10 KW System
* Runs Average Household
* Goes around $28,500.00
* Pay oﬀ period of 8-10 yrs.
* 5 KW System
* Helps Oﬀ Set Electric Bill
* Goes Around $16,000.00
* Pay Oﬀ Period of 6-10 yrs.

Contact us and we will help
you find the perfect size for
your application

ONE DOES NOT SIMPLY PAY

SUCH HIGH ELECTRIC BILLS

What Do You Expect From your
Installers
* Professional
* Neat
* Eﬃcient
* Friendly
* Passionate about their work
*Belmont Solar is all the above!
*Every Customer is a part of our
Solar Family!!

WHY SOLAR??
*Reliability
*Convenience
*Peace of Mind
Reliability applies very much to a grid-tie system. Peace of mind is
added when it is a grid-interactive system, as it will supply power
automatically, even when the electric grid is down. Off-grid solar
systems offer convenience; especially when the other options might
be to operate a generator, or to do without electricity. Either of those
options are much easier said than done.
*Long Lasting
*Low Maintenance	
  	
  	
  
	
   	
   	
   These are phrases that everyone loves to hear when speaking of
household items. There is nothing that will wear out in a Solar
Panel. With batteries integrated the system boast a substantial life
span with the highest quality batteries lasting up to 20 years. There
is only a slight loss of power in the system over a lifespan of 50
years.
	
   	
   With a grid interactive solar system you will have power when the
lines go down and your neighbors are in the dark. Never go through
a storm in the dark again.
If you need power at the cabin so it’s family friendly for vacation or
hunting. With Solar you can always have power anywhere without
the grid.
There’s nothing quite like the satisfaction of seeing your meter spin
backwards and to know you’re doing your part in helping the
environment.
Whether you are looking to reduce your global impact or want to
lock your utility bill on a single rate for 20+ years then you are
headed in the right direction. At Belmont Solar we would love to help
you discover the benefits and joys of being in control of your utility
bill. We are passionate about what we do. We strive to “Make the
Best get Better”! Put the sun’s power to work for you!!

Here are a few brands of the top
quality products we carry.
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